1. Introduction {#sec1-ijerph-15-00346}
===============

It is expected that by 2040 the number of people older than 65 will have doubled worldwide \[[@B1-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Aging populations come with high costs for society, as health care expenditure rises with age, showing a steep incline from the age of 65 \[[@B2-ijerph-15-00346]\]. One of the reasons of this increase in health care expenditure is that the majority of people develop one or more non-communicable chronic disease(s) (NCCD) later in life \[[@B3-ijerph-15-00346],[@B4-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Literature shows no uniform definition of what a NCCD is. A frequently used definition states that "chronic diseases are generally characterized by uncertain etiology, multiple risk factors, a long latency period, a prolonged course of illness, noncontagious origin, functional impairment or disability, and incurability" \[[@B5-ijerph-15-00346]\], which, similar to most definitions, includes the presence of some degree of functional impairment regarding physical activity (PA) \[[@B6-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Being sufficiently physically active can prevent or postpone the development of several NCCDs and has a beneficial effect on the course of already present NCCDs \[[@B7-ijerph-15-00346],[@B8-ijerph-15-00346],[@B9-ijerph-15-00346],[@B10-ijerph-15-00346]\]. For older adults (65 years and over), sufficient PA has additional beneficial effects. The risk of developing cognitive decline is lower and balance is preserved longer, reducing the risk of fall-related injuries \[[@B11-ijerph-15-00346],[@B12-ijerph-15-00346]\]. However, the number of adults that achieve the recommended level of PA (defined by the World Health Organisation \[[@B8-ijerph-15-00346]\] as a minimum of 150 min per week of moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA), which is comparable to the Dutch recommendation \[[@B13-ijerph-15-00346]\] of a minimum of 30 min of MVPA per day on at least five days per week), decreases steadily as people age \[[@B3-ijerph-15-00346],[@B14-ijerph-15-00346]\]. This is especially the case for older adults with a NCCD, who are often confronted with physical impairments and are thus facing additional barriers regarding PA \[[@B15-ijerph-15-00346],[@B16-ijerph-15-00346],[@B17-ijerph-15-00346]\]. In the Netherlands, 84% of healthy people over the age of 55 achieve the recommended level of PA; for people with a NCCD, this is 71%, and for people with a physical limitation caused by a NCCD, this is 42% \[[@B18-ijerph-15-00346]\]: Western society in general shows similar figures \[[@B19-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Besides older people who have a NCCD, older people who are single are also reported to be less physically active than those living with a partner \[[@B20-ijerph-15-00346],[@B21-ijerph-15-00346],[@B22-ijerph-15-00346]\].

The subpopulation of single older adults with a NCCD therefore deserves special attention regarding their health: not only is this group highly vulnerable for health problems associated with a lack of PA, but also because of its present and future proportion in society. Although much research is available on health promotion interventions, and healthy ageing has a strong scientific and societal relevance, the specific strongly growing target population of single older adults with a chronic limitation seems to have been often overlooked in research. Promoting PA by means of eHealth interventions is a relatively low-cost way to improve the health of this subpopulation. Although research is available regarding the effectiveness of eHealth interventions for older adults, so far research has mainly focused on the younger age groups of older adults (i.e., 50--70 years) or on multiple health behaviors instead of only PA \[[@B23-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Also, research often focusses on health behaviors with a particular disease \[[@B24-ijerph-15-00346]\], whereas multi-morbidity is highly prevalent \[[@B25-ijerph-15-00346]\]. The current study provides insight in the effectiveness of the Active Plus65 eHealth intervention, which is an adapted version of the proven effective Active Plus50 intervention. The intervention is adapted to better suit the needs of single people aged over 65 with a chronic disease \[[@B26-ijerph-15-00346]\] by, among other adaptations, stimulating participants to be physically active together with others in order to prevent or decrease loneliness, which is an independent risk for mental and physical health. To our knowledge, no interventions with a focus on this specific highly vulnerable and growing target population have been researched so far.

The present study provides insight into the effects of the Active Plus65 intervention on PA and it examines whether the adaptations made to Active Plus65 result in comparable or even better results than the original proven effective intervention that was less adapted to this specific target population. Although a large amount of literature is available on health promotion interventions that were proven successful in randomized clinical trial (RCT)-settings, rather limited research is available regarding the effectiveness of the same interventions in real-life implementation settings. As Active Plus50 has been extensively studied (and proven effective) in a research setting \[[@B27-ijerph-15-00346],[@B28-ijerph-15-00346]\], the current study is performed in a real-life setting to provide a realistic insight into the potential effects of the Active Plus intervention on public health \[[@B29-ijerph-15-00346],[@B30-ijerph-15-00346]\].

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-ijerph-15-00346}
========================

2.1. Intervention {#sec2dot1-ijerph-15-00346}
-----------------

Active Plus65 is a computer-tailored healthy aging intervention designed to stimulate or maintain sufficient PA among single older people with an impairment in PA caused by a NCCD. The tailored advice can be delivered either in an internet-based version or in a printed version and is presented in a predominantly text-based format, supplemented with graphs, pictures (printed version), or short videos (internet-based version). There are no differences between the content of the printed or internet-based version. The tailored information is based on the participants' demographic and psychosocial characteristics (e.g., age, attitude, motivation, and self-efficacy regarding PA), their present PA level, and the stage of behavioral change they are in \[[@B26-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Depending on the assessed characteristics and determinants, the dispensed form of each advice consists of 7 to 12 pages (A4-format). In addition, each advice comes with activating elements such as (1) planning sheets that the participant is stimulated to use in order to plan PA; (2) formats that the participant has to fill out in advance on how they plan to deal with difficult situations that may interfere with PA; (3) formats where they are asked to formulate and write down their implementation intentions; (4) brochures from local PA-exercise groups; and (5) medical information on exercising with a physical limitation.

During the intervention period of four months, participants receive personal PA-advice on three occasions, based on two assessments using self-report questionnaires. The first advice aims to raise consciousness of the current level of PA by targeting pre-motivational psychosocial constructs, such as awareness and knowledge. The second advice motivates participants to increase physical activity by targeting motivational psychosocial constructs such as attitude, self-efficacy, social influence, intrinsic motivation, and intention. Moreover, participants are stimulated to plan their PA, and to prepare for difficult situations. The intervention also helps to overcome barriers with regard to PA, and thus helps the participants to transfer their motivation into sustainable behavior: depending on the degree in which participants are already active, this is done at the second or the third advice stage by targeting post-motivational psychosocial constructs, such as strategic, action-, and coping-planning. A follow-up assessment is performed six months after the start of the intervention: this assessment serves only to measure the level of PA and does not result in the provision of advice.

Active Plus65 was developed in 2016 \[[@B26-ijerph-15-00346]\] using the Intervention Mapping Protocol \[[@B31-ijerph-15-00346]\], and is rooted in influential health behavior change theories, such as the I-Change model \[[@B32-ijerph-15-00346]\], transtheoretical model \[[@B33-ijerph-15-00346]\], self-determination theory \[[@B34-ijerph-15-00346]\], self-regulation theory \[[@B35-ijerph-15-00346]\], and health action approach \[[@B36-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Active Plus65 is an adaptation of the Active Plus50 intervention, which was previously developed to stimulate the initiation and maintenance of PA for people over the age of 50 \[[@B37-ijerph-15-00346],[@B38-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Although Active Plus50 was proven effective for the general population of people over the age of 50 \[[@B27-ijerph-15-00346],[@B28-ijerph-15-00346]\], showing higher effect sizes (ESs) for people aged over 65 than younger age groups, program evaluations showed that single older adults with an impairment in PA caused by a NCCD preferred more information about the possibilities for PA that match their impairment and about increasing their social network while being physically active \[[@B27-ijerph-15-00346],[@B28-ijerph-15-00346]\]. These preferences are in line with other research that has shown that effectiveness of eHealth interventions for older adults increases with the level of individual tailoring and if the advice contains a referral to local possibilities for PA \[[@B39-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Based on these findings, Active Plus65 tailors more in-depth to the physical impairments that the participants report, motivates participants to find other persons to be physically active with, and refers to local activities where one can be physically active, preferably in a social group.

2.2. Study Design and Procedures {#sec2dot2-ijerph-15-00346}
--------------------------------

As Active Plus50 has been proven effective in a RCT \[[@B27-ijerph-15-00346],[@B28-ijerph-15-00346]\], the study of Active Plus65 was conducted in a real-life implementation setting. The restrictive setting and standardized protocols of RCTs can result in an over- or underestimation of the effectiveness of interventions when compared to studies that are performed in an implementation setting. This is due to several differences in the characteristics of RCTs and implementation settings \[[@B40-ijerph-15-00346],[@B41-ijerph-15-00346],[@B42-ijerph-15-00346]\]. One of these differences is that the motivations of participants who are aware that they are part of a scientific study may differ from the motivations of participants that join an intervention in real life. Also, intervention and control groups often undergo an intensive screening to determine eligibility and may thus have different features than people in a real-life setting. The current design thus provides a realistic insight into the effects that Active Plus65 may have on public health \[[@B29-ijerph-15-00346]\].

A quasi-experimental pre-test post-test study was conducted with three assessment time points. The assessment time points during the intervention-period were at baseline (T0), at three months after baseline (T1), and a follow-up assessment at six months after baseline (T2). The study of Active Plus65 was conducted in a real-life implementation setting and compared to existing data from a previously conducted RCT of Active Plus50.

Participants for the intervention group were gathered from a Dutch municipality. All inhabitants who, according to the municipal data, were single and 65 years or older (*n* = 6751) were invited in April 2016 by direct mailing by their municipality to participate in Active Plus65. Invitations were sent by post, containing a personalized information letter including log-in details for internet-based participation and a prepaid response card to request a paper questionnaire for those preferring the printed version of the intervention. Inclusion of participants lasted from early April until the end of May 2016. Advice was sent to the participants immediately after completing the baseline assessment for the internet-based version (in their web browser and by email) or within two weeks after returning the completed printed questionnaire (by post). After three months, all participants received the second questionnaire: this was sent by the same method the participants had used for the first questionnaire (i.e., email or printed mail). The time schedule of sending the advice was similar for sending the advice for T0. Six months after baseline (i.e., two months after the end of the intervention-period), all participants received a follow-up questionnaire.

As Active Plus65 was designed to better meet the wishes and needs of the specific target population \[[@B26-ijerph-15-00346]\] in comparison to its predecessor, Active Plus50 (which was designed for all adults aged over 50, regardless of their marital status or the presence of a NCCD), Active Plus65 was compared to Active Plus50. For this comparison, the Active Plus50 data from a previously performed randomized clinical trial (RCT) \[[@B28-ijerph-15-00346]\] was used. From this data, a reference group was created by extracting only the data of those participants of the intervention group of Active Plus50 who were aged over 65 years, single, and living with a physical impairment caused by a NCCD. Due to the implementation of the Active Plus65 in real-life, no control group was available, and the number of participants in the control group of the original Active Plus50 studies that met the requirements was too low to supply sufficient power in the analyses. In line with the recommendations of Curran et al. \[[@B29-ijerph-15-00346]\] and Glasgow et al. \[[@B30-ijerph-15-00346]\], this study compares an adapted version of the intervention in a real-life implementation setting with its predecessor that has been proven effective in an RCT. Such a blending of study design components has been proposed previously: Curran et al. \[[@B29-ijerph-15-00346]\] describe the benefits that "effectiveness-implementation hybrid designs" have. These hybrid forms could prevent the possibility that interventions that are proven effective in the controlled setting of an RCT do not properly address the issues that determine its effectiveness in implementation settings. The current study design meets the description and assumptions of such a hybrid design (i.e., examining the effects of an intervention in an implementation setting while taking into account the outcomes gathered in a RCT setting).

There were some differences in data collection for Active Plus65 and Active Plus50. In the invitation letter of Active Plus65, it was explained that the intervention was specifically designed for single, chronically impaired people aged over 65, whereas in Active Plus50, the general population of people aged over 50 was targeted. Contrary to Active Plus65, where participants could choose themselves between a printed or internet-based program, the participants in Active Plus50 had been randomized to either a printed or internet-based intervention group or a control group. Despite these differences, Active Plus50 can be considered a fitting reference group. [Figure 1](#ijerph-15-00346-f001){ref-type="fig"} presents an overview of the reach and attrition of intervention and reference group. From both data sets, only eligible participants (i.e., participants who met the criteria of being single, over 65 years, and chronically impaired) were analyzed.

A sample size calculation \[[@B43-ijerph-15-00346]\] showed that inclusion of a total of 296 participants for the between groups comparison was required (ES = 0.29, power = 90%) for the outcome-measure of weekly minutes of MVPA. The ES and power are based on the previous study into the effectiveness of Active Plus50, where an average ES of 0.29 was found on this outcome measure \[[@B28-ijerph-15-00346]\]. For weekly days with sufficient PA, the average ES was 0.22, resulting in a required total of 514 participants. Based on the same parameters, 130 participants were required for the within group analyses.

All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Open University of the Netherlands (reference number U2016/02373/HVM). The data from Active Plus50 received approval under the Dutch law for medical scientific research (reference number NTR2297) \[[@B37-ijerph-15-00346]\].

2.3. Measures {#sec2dot3-ijerph-15-00346}
-------------

### 2.3.1. Outcome Measures {#sec2dot3dot1-ijerph-15-00346}

Outcome measures are the weekly minutes of MVPA and the days per week with sufficient MVPA, both measured using the Short Questionnaire to Assess Health Enhancing Physical Activity (SQUASH) \[[@B44-ijerph-15-00346],[@B45-ijerph-15-00346],[@B46-ijerph-15-00346]\]: The relative validity (*rSpearman* = 0.45; 95% CI = 0.17--0.66) and reproducibility (*rSpearman* = 0.58; 95% CI = 0.36--0.74) of this questionnaire can be considered to be reasonable. The SQUASH was filled in based on an average normal week in the last month. PA was scored on four types of activities, i.e., during commuting by foot and bicycle, at (volunteering) work or study, during domestic chores, and during leisure-time/sport activities. The participants reported on how many days a week they performed this activity (in a number between 1 and 7), how much time per day this took (in hours and/or minutes), and how demanding these activities were (with three options; *light*, *moderate*, and *vigorous).* The outcome measure of weekly minutes of MVPA is calculated by multiplying the frequency (days per week) and duration (hours/minutes per day) of activities that were performed with moderate to vigorous intensity. The outcome measure of days per week with sufficient MVPA was measured by a single item in the questionnaire: "how many days per week (on average in the past month) are you, in total, at least moderately physically active by undertaking, for example, brisk walking, cycling, household chores, gardening, sports or other physical activities for at least 30 min?".

### 2.3.2. Demographics {#sec2dot3dot2-ijerph-15-00346}

Age, gender, educational level, Body Mass Index (BMI), intention to be sufficiently physically active, way of entry (internet-based or printed), degree of impairment, and the two outcome-measures were assessed at baseline. Educational level was categorized into low (elementary, medium general, preparatory vocational, lower vocational, higher general secondary, preparatory academic education, medium vocational school) and high (higher vocational school or university) according to the Dutch educational system. BMI is the division of self-reported weight by height in meters squared. The intention to be sufficiently physically active was measured by three items on a 10-point scale, ranging from 1 (*absolutely not*) to 10 (*absolutely sure*); an example of such an item is: "How likely do you think it is that you will stay or become sufficiently physically active?" \[[@B47-ijerph-15-00346],[@B48-ijerph-15-00346],[@B49-ijerph-15-00346],[@B50-ijerph-15-00346]\]. The degree of impairment was measured in different ways in Active Plus65 and Active Plus50. In Active Plus65, the participant was asked for 10 prevalent NCCDs to state to what degree he/she is limited in his/her physical activity by one of the mentioned diseases or by another not mentioned disease. For each disease, the participant could score the degree of impairment on a 4-point scale ranging from 1 = not at all/hardly, 2 = a little, 3 = very, to 4 = extremely: the highest reported level of impairment on the stated NCCDs determined the degree of impairment. Though the above is not a validated question, its usability has been successfully pilot tested among the target population \[[@B26-ijerph-15-00346]\]. In Active Plus50, the degree of impairment of all potentially present NCCDs was measured by one single item ("To what degree are you impaired in PA?") on a comparable 4-point scale as in Active Plus65.

Furthermore, all psychosocial variables necessary to provide the participants with tailored advice (e.g., one's attitude, motivation, and self-efficacy regarding PA) were assessed, but will not be elaborated on, as these are not included in the analyses of the current study.

2.4. Statistical Analyses {#sec2dot4-ijerph-15-00346}
-------------------------

All analyses were conducted in SPSS for Windows (version 22) (IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences, Armonk, NY, US). In all tests, a reproducibility level of 95% was applied (α = 0.05). Analyses were applied without imputation of missing data, as applying multilevel analyses to an incomplete dataset has been shown to result in more accurate estimations than using multiple imputation \[[@B51-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Baseline differences (on days per week with sufficient MVPA, weekly minutes of MVPA, age, gender, education, BMI, way of entry, impairment, and intention) between participants of Active Plus50 and Active Plus65 were analyzed by t-tests and Chi-square tests. Binary logistic regression was applied to test for selective drop-out for the same variables as the analyses for baseline differences. As measurement points were nested within participants, resulting in possible interdependence, multilevel linear regression analyses were conducted with random intercepts (time and participants) to study the intervention effect on PA (within group comparison with two separate analyses, i.e., one per dependent variable), and to compare the differences between the intervention group and reference group (between group comparison with two separate analyses, i.e., one per dependent variable). Dependent variables were days per week with sufficient MVPA and weekly minutes of MVPA. Intervention effects were compared for differences between T0 and T1, and between T0 and T2. In the analyses of the between groups comparison, the independent variables were the dummies of the different groups (Active Plus65 and reference group), baseline value of PA, and the a priori selected covariates (gender, educational level, BMI, intention, and way of entry (internet-based or printed)). In the within group analyses, the same independent variables were applied, with exclusion of the dummy for the different groups. Cohen's *d* ESs were calculated, in which ESs were defined as the mean differences in PA between T0 and the following measurement (i.e., T1 or T2) divided by the pooled standard deviation (SD) of those means \[[@B52-ijerph-15-00346]\]. For the ESs of change in PA within each group (Active Plus65 and reference group), T1 and T2 were compared to T0 with an ES calculator for within group effects \[[@B53-ijerph-15-00346]\]; for the between groups comparison of the ESs of the intervention group with the reference group, their respective individual means and SDs were used in an ES calculator for between groups effects \[[@B54-ijerph-15-00346]\]. ESs of 0.20, 0.50, and 0.80 were considered to be, respectively, small, medium, or large \[[@B55-ijerph-15-00346]\].

3. Results {#sec3-ijerph-15-00346}
==========

3.1. Characteristics of the Study Population {#sec3dot1-ijerph-15-00346}
--------------------------------------------

An overview of the flow of participants in this study is presented in [Figure 1](#ijerph-15-00346-f001){ref-type="fig"}. The way of entry was the only significant predictor of drop-out, with online participants less likely to fill in the 6 month questionnaire (B = 0.663; *p* = 0.003). At baseline, participants in Active Plus65 were older, more often male, more often perceived severe physical impairments, and had fewer days per week with sufficient MVPA compared to the reference group ([Table 1](#ijerph-15-00346-t001){ref-type="table"}).

3.2. Intervention Effects on PA {#sec3dot2-ijerph-15-00346}
-------------------------------

The within group analyses revealed that overall, the days per week with sufficient MVPA of the Active Plus65 group increased significantly at T1 compared to T0 (B = 1.20; *p* \< 0.001; ES = 0.61). Weekly minutes of MVPA also increased (B = 208.26; *p* \< 0.001; ES = 0.45). Between T1 and T2, the days per week with sufficient MVPA decreased, but the total increase between T0 and T2 was still significant (B = 0.67; *p* = 0.001; ES = 0.34). For weekly minutes of PA, the decrease between T1 and T2 was larger, causing the overall effect between T0 and T2 to become non-significant (B = −17.3; *p* = 0.745). ESs are small, except for the ES for days per week with sufficient MVPA at T1, which has a medium ES.

In the between groups analyses, no significant differences between Active Plus65 and the reference group were found for the days per week with sufficient MVPA between T0, T1, and T2 ([Table 2](#ijerph-15-00346-t002){ref-type="table"}). For the weekly minutes of MVPA, a significant difference between Active Plus65 and the reference group was only found between T0 and T2 (B = 370.94; *p* = 0.004; ES = 0.25), in favor of the reference group: the ES can be considered small.

For all analyses, age and intention were significant covariates: a higher increase in days per week with sufficient MVPA and in weekly minutes of MVPA was seen when participants were younger and had a higher intention to be physically active. For days per week with sufficient MVPA, BMI was also a significant covariate: a higher increase in days per week with sufficient MVPA was seen when participants had a lower BMI. Gender was an additional significant covariate for weekly minutes of MVPA, where a higher increase was seen for males.

4. Discussion {#sec4-ijerph-15-00346}
=============

The present study evaluated the potential of the Active Plus65 intervention to affect PA. Active Plus65 was compared to the proven effective Active Plus50 intervention in order to determine whether the effects of the adaptations that were done to Active Plus50 to better meet the needs of the specific target population \[[@B26-ijerph-15-00346]\] showed results. This study provides insights into the feasibility of interventions that are specifically designed for the vulnerable, growing, and so far often overlooked target group of single older adults with a chronic impairment in PA.

4.1. Intervention Effects on PA {#sec4dot1-ijerph-15-00346}
-------------------------------

The Active Plus65 intervention group in itself showed a significant increase in PA for the days per week with sufficient MVPA at three months as well as at the follow-up measurement at six months in comparison to the baseline. Although weekly minutes of MVPA also showed a significant increase after three months, at six months this effect had almost completely evaporated. This discrepancy between the maintenance of the increase of days with sufficient PA but decrease in weekly minutes of MVPA after six months may indicate that in the course of the intervention, participants did not increase their total amount of PA but distributed their PA more evenly over the week. A more evenly distributed amount of PA is in line with recommendations to decrease sedentary behavior \[[@B56-ijerph-15-00346]\], which is increasingly emerging as an independent risk factor to health \[[@B57-ijerph-15-00346],[@B58-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Furthermore, the comparison of single bouts of exercise with energy-expenditure matched PA activities that are distributed more evenly over a time-period has been reported to result in more favorable health outcomes for the latter \[[@B59-ijerph-15-00346]\]. The outcome measure of weekly days with sufficient MVPA, entailing a more evenly distributed amount of PA, therefore seems relatively more relevant than the outcome measure of weekly minutes of MVPA. In Active Plus65, the outcome measure of weekly days with sufficient MVPA is measured with a single-item question: research supports the validity and reliability of single-item self-reports of PA \[[@B60-ijerph-15-00346],[@B61-ijerph-15-00346]\], as they often result in a more accurate measurement of PA than multiple items that determine the total weekly minutes of MVPA. The finding that weekly days with sufficient PA did show an increase in Active Plus65 might therefore be more valuable in determining the effectiveness of Active Plus65 than the finding that the increase of weekly minutes of MVPA had almost evaporated after six months. The decrease in PA in the within groups analyses between three months and six months in this study is in line with other interventions aimed at PA, where generally effectiveness on the longer term decreases \[[@B62-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Although the long-term sustainability of lifestyle interventions is of major importance to achieve a sustained impact on public health, and several behavior change models have shown that post-motivational factors might play an important role in the maintenance of behaviors \[[@B63-ijerph-15-00346]\], research was not able to identify a single factor that determines long-term sustainability of health behavior change \[[@B64-ijerph-15-00346]\]. The study of Brouwer et al. \[[@B65-ijerph-15-00346]\] demonstrates, however, that, in interventions for older populations, personal contact in the form of follow-up phone calls shows promising effects on the long-term sustainability of intervention effects. This was also the case for personal contact in the form of email interaction with intervention supervisors \[[@B66-ijerph-15-00346],[@B67-ijerph-15-00346],[@B68-ijerph-15-00346]\]. As including personal contact would come with higher costs, providing additional automated (e) mailed advice between T1 and T2, or even thereafter, may potentially be a way to increase the long-term effectiveness of Active Plus65 without adding substantial implementation costs to the intervention: previous studies \[[@B66-ijerph-15-00346],[@B67-ijerph-15-00346],[@B68-ijerph-15-00346]\] have shown promising results regarding the sustainability of intervention effectiveness when automated emails are added.

The ES of Active Plus65 in itself on days per week with sufficient MVPA after three months is 0.61. This is high when compared to the findings in the review of Chase \[[@B69-ijerph-15-00346]\], where an average effect of 0.23 was found for single group pre-post intervention studies for older adults. A possible explanation for the higher ES of Active Plus65 may lie in the additional tailoring that has been made to enable PA with a physical impairment. The target group may be in greater need for fitting interventions than the general population of older adults: the relatively high ES may show that Active Plus65 is especially suited for this target group. It may also be an indication that this group is fairly motivated, which is underwritten by the positive baseline assessment of intention, especially when presented with an intervention that fits their needs and requirements.

Although we were not able to compare the effect of the Active Plus intervention to a no-intervention control group, the ES found in the current study is also higher than the ES of a previous study on Active Plus in which a control group was included \[[@B28-ijerph-15-00346]\].

Although the Active Plus65 group in itself showed a relatively high increase in PA, it did not achieve better results than observed in the reference group of its proven effective predecessor, Active Plus50. When comparing both interventions, there were no significant differences in effectiveness over time, except on the weekly minutes of PA at the six months assessment, where Active Plus50 outperformed Active Plus65. The finding that Active Plus65 did not show a higher increase in PA than Active Plus50, despite the efforts that were made to better suit this target population when designing Active Plus65 \[[@B26-ijerph-15-00346]\], may be explained by the baseline differences and the way participants were recruited, and, consequently, by the representativeness and characteristics of the participants included in the different groups. The recruitment for Active Plus65 emphasized that the intervention was only meant for people with a chronic impairment in PA. Although for the current study only those participants who were over the age of 65 years as well as single and physically impaired by a NCCD were extracted from the intervention group of Active Plus50, the recruitment of Active Plus50 targeted everyone over 50 years of age, impaired or not. Possibly for Active Plus65, this appealed to participants with a higher degree of impairment, as they may have been especially drawn to this intervention. Baseline analyses confirm that 52% of the Active Plus65 participants were very to extremely impaired in their PA behavior caused by a NCCD; in Active Plus50, this was 33%. Participants in Active Plus65 also had a significant lower amount of days per week with sufficient PA at baseline, which may also be an indication of a higher degree of impairment. A higher degree of impairment could result in a lower potential to increase PA. Conn et al. \[[@B70-ijerph-15-00346]\] showed that the effectiveness of PA interventions among older adults with a NCCD varies substantially between different groups of chronic diseases. While Conn et al. \[[@B70-ijerph-15-00346]\] do not examine the degree of impairment caused by NCCDs, there may be a link: a mild case of one NCCD may be more physically disabling than a severe case of another NCCD. Participants in Active Plus65 were older also than the participants in the reference group: this could also account for a difference in PA, as effectiveness of PA interventions is found to be lower in older age groups \[[@B71-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Participants in Active Plus65 may thus have had a lower overall potential to increase PA when compared to the participants in Active Plus50. As there were differences in the way of measuring the degree of impairment, this could not be incorporated into the analyses. In future research on interventions for older adults with impairments, more in-depth analyses on the effects of impairments on PA is called for: at present there is no validated, or even widely accepted, instrument to measure the degree of impairment caused by NCCDs \[[@B6-ijerph-15-00346]\], making comparisons with other research difficult.

4.2. Methodological Issues {#sec4dot2-ijerph-15-00346}
--------------------------

As far as could be determined by the researchers, this is the first study that evaluates a computer-tailored healthy aging intervention aiming to stimulate PA for single older adults with a chronic impairment in PA. This group will become a major target population for public health enhancing interventions, as the average age in Western societies is increasing rapidly, and thus also the amount of people with one or more NCCDs and impairments caused by NCCDs. To our knowledge, research so far has not filled the need for healthy ageing interventions for this vulnerable group, as studies so far have predominantly focused on younger age groups of the older adults or multiple health behaviors \[[@B23-ijerph-15-00346]\], or on people with a specific chronic diseases \[[@B24-ijerph-15-00346]\], whereas multi-morbidity is highly prevalent \[[@B25-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Furthermore, PA was measured on two outcomes by using a validated instrument.

Despite these strengths, the study design has some limitations. First of all, the robustness of our study design is not as high as a RCT. However, by adding a reference group we have attempted to address the most important methodological issue of pre-test post-test designs, i.e., not being able to compare to a control group. Moreover, it has been established that real-life implementation settings, such as in our study, overcome disadvantages associated with RCTs, such as not addressing issues that the intervention may encounter in a community setting \[[@B30-ijerph-15-00346],[@B40-ijerph-15-00346],[@B41-ijerph-15-00346],[@B42-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Our study is in line with recommendations to apply a hybrid design, where an intervention is evaluated in a real-life setting after effectiveness has been established in a RCT \[[@B29-ijerph-15-00346]\]. The difference in outcomes could thus partially be explained by the different research settings, where Active Plus50 was tested in the setting of a RCT, and Active Plus65 was tested in a community setting: as described by Glasgow et al. \[[@B30-ijerph-15-00346]\], this could account for either an over- or underestimation of effects.

Secondly, the study showed a considerable degree of attrition. However, this is common in eHealth interventions, and comparable to other studies with a similar design \[[@B72-ijerph-15-00346]\]. By conducting multilevel analyses in this study, the most accurate way of handling missing data was applied \[[@B51-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Thirdly, self-report-questionnaires are prone to bias \[[@B65-ijerph-15-00346],[@B73-ijerph-15-00346]\]. However, for monitoring PA, self-reported data are pragmatic and generally considered appropriate when studying large populations \[[@B74-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Moreover, the use of more objective measurement instruments, such as accelerometers, is usually more stressful, especially for older populations \[[@B75-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Another advantage of self-reported questionnaires compared to accelerometers is that the latter might have difficulties detecting upper body movement. As older people generally walk less but are still active in household activities, for this specific target population a self-reported questionnaire is the designated way of measurement \[[@B76-ijerph-15-00346]\]. Fourthly, apart from the aforementioned way of recruitment, there are some other differences between the intervention group and the reference group that have to be taken into account when comparing the two groups, such as the time of collecting information (2016 in Active Plus65 versus 2011 in Active Plus50) and the way of entry (free choice in Active Plus65 versus assigned in Active Plus50). Although the time lapse between 2016 and 2011 is a considerable amount of time, no research has been found that shows major shifts in PA behavior for older adults during this period. An increase in the use and availability of the internet among older adults in Europe can be seen in this time lapse \[[@B77-ijerph-15-00346]\], but this will most likely only have affected the preference for internet-based way of entry, which is accounted for as a covariate. Seasonal influences may have played a role but are difficult to determine due to differences in inclusion periods: the inclusion period of Active Plus50 lasted from November through to March, and that of Active Plus65 lasted from April through to May; as both interventions started in winter/spring, the difference in seasonal effects between both interventions can considered to be minor. A control group that did not undergo an intervention was not possible due to the implementation setting of Active Plus65 and the low number of suited participants in Active Plus50. However, study design that was employed allowed for a comparison of the adapted version of the intervention, i.e., Active Plus65, with its predecessor, and non-adapted version, Active Plus50, thus giving insights into the effects of the adaptations. Finally, when performing the a priori power analyses, Ess of the original Active Plus50 study \[[@B28-ijerph-15-00346]\] were used. In that study, an intervention group was compared to a no intervention control group, probably resulting in larger ESs than in the comparison of Active Plus65 with the reference group that, in contrast to the control group in Active Plus50, did receive an intervention. Post hoc analyses on achieved power showed that, for the found effect on the outcome measure of weekly minutes of MVPA between TO and T2, a power of 68% was achieved, which is relatively low, but acceptable.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-ijerph-15-00346}
==============

Notwithstanding the abovementioned limitations, it can be concluded from the present findings that PA showed a significant increase in the Active Plus65 group, with a higher ES at three months than the average computer-tailored intervention, potentially making it an interesting healthy aging intervention to implement on a larger scale among the vulnerable target population of single older adults with a chronic impairment in PA. Active Plus65 did not outperform its predecessor Active Plus50, but the larger amount of participants with severe physical impairments in Active Plus65 may be accountable for this. In further development of Active Plus65, extra attention may be given to factors that support the long-term maintenance of the intervention effects, and to strategies that are particularly suitable for this target group with its specific characteristics.
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###### 

Baseline characteristics of the research groups.

  Variables                                             Active Plus65      Reference Group    *p*-Value
  ----------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------
  Days per week with sufficient MVPA (mean ± SD)        2.36 (2.31)        3.46 (2.24)        \<0.001 \*
  Weekly minutes of MVPA (mean ± SD)                    491.49 (±635.63)   539.28 (±616.18)   0.526
  Age (years) (mean ± SD)                               76.75 (±7.75)      74.36 (±6.26)      0.002 \*
  Gender (% male)                                       35.6%              22.4%              0.018 \*
  Education (% low)                                     67.4%              62.8%              0.413
  BMI (mean ± SD)                                       27.3 (±5.05)       26.8 (±5.0)        0.390
  Way of entry (% online)                               41.1%              30.2%              0.060
  Degree of impairment (% very to extremely impaired)   51.8%              32.6%              0.002 \*
  Intention to be physically active                     6.712 (±1.67)      6.48 (±2.13)       0.355

\* Significantly different between Active Plus65 and reference group. MVPA: Moderate to vigorous physical activity. Note: Degree of impairment is measured differently in Active Plus65 and the reference group, as explained in the Demographics section.
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###### 

Difference in physical activity (PA)-outcomes between Active Plus65 and reference group.

  --------------------------------------------------- -------- -------- --------- --------------- --------
  **Effects on Days per Week with Sufficient MVPA**   **B**    **SE**   ***p***   **95% CI**      **ES**
  T1                                                  −0.18    0.36     0.626     −0.89/0.53      0.07
  T2                                                  0.29     0.40     0.473     −0.50/1.08      0.03
  **Effects on Weekly Minutes of MVPA**               **B**    **SE**   ***p***   **95% CI**      **ES**
  T1                                                  205.03   118.48   0.084     −27.88/437.93   0.11
  T2                                                  370.94   127.18   0.004     120.96/620.91   0.25
  --------------------------------------------------- -------- -------- --------- --------------- --------

MVPA: moderate to vigorous physical activity; *Note*: Active Plus65 is coded as 0 and the reference group is coded as 1.
